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2. Problem formulation
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The investigated problem can be stated as follows:
which appointment system is suitable for a given
clinic and gi\ :n standards on pelrmissiblewaiting and
idle-time?
An appointment system is characterized by.
(I) the number of patients given an identical
appointment-time at the beginning of the clinic session
(beginblock: Q,),
(2) the number of patients given an identical
appointment-time during thz clinic session(blocksize: n),
(3) the intervaI betweelt two successiveappomtment-times (appointment-intervai: a).
Most appointment systemscan be described by
these three variables. The range of common appointment systemsmay vary from an individual system
(all patients have different appointments) to an extreme block system (all patients are scheduled at tfac
start af the clinic).
A clinic can be characterized by:
(1) the mean and standard deviItion of the consultation-time (the time the doctor spendson a patient),
(2) the mean and standard deviation of patients’
punctuality (the difference between his appointmcnttime and the time of arrival),
(3) the mean time ilie clinic sessionstarts (the dif.
Prence between the scheduled and the real start of 1
the clinic session),
(4) the fraction of no-show (the number of patients
that do not show up, dividid by the number of
appointments),
(5) the fraction of walk-ins (the number of patiebts
that come Nitlaout hav’rg m appointment, divided by
the number of appointments),
(6) the priority rule (the order in which the ;~tients
are seen),
(7) the number of appointments made for the ciini:
session.
Most clinics have a uti’ization factor of at lea;t I,
the utilization factor being determined by the ratio
between the averageconslrltation-time and the average
interarrival-time. In this paper we shall assume:I utilici~
tion factor of 1, urdessstated otherwise. The service
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This paper describes the model-construction
of a simulation study. The purpose of this study was to produce a general
method for determining
a suitable appointment
system for the
clinics in the outpatienl
department
of a hospital. The original
model contained
11 variables. Investigation
of the influence
of each variable on patients’ waiting-time
and doctors’ idletime showed that a cor‘jiderable
reduction
in the number of
variables could be achieved. Only 5 variables were fmally left
in the simulation.
The use of the results of this study in a real&fe clinic
situation is discussed elsewhere.

1. Introduction

The appointment system of an outpatient department has been the subject of study many times, usually through the means of simulation tecimiques. First
of all, Bailey [I ,2] investigated a clinic assumingstrict
punctuality of patients. Blanco White and Pike [3]
examined the effect of patients’ unpunctuality. Fetter
and Thompson [4] investigated the effect of a number
of variableson waiting and idle-time. Soriano [5] followed an analytical approach assuminga stead-l-state
distribution of the waiting-time. These studies, however, have not led to a generally applicable method of
determining a suitable appointment system. The difficulty often lies in the large number of variables. In
this paper it is shown how the number of variablescan
be reduced in such a way that the output is restricted
to a one-page table or a few graphs with waiting and
idle-time results. These results can easily be used in
most chnics to design a suitable appointment system.
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of a ci jai;: sessionis comphczte ISbut nornts alaa:~zenin appointment order; when a
not 6uow up, the next waiting patient is in
6 me&al~icsm1salso assumedin this paper.
t&%~~s are that this paper investigatesa
r qstp at and that preliminary visits to facilx-ray an / laooratory are not taken into
~~.~~~~t
rforma:rce of an appointment system is
in patit; lita’ lmeanwaiting-time (the mean
wwn his i;rrivaI at the clinic and his first
F & fhc:doctor) and doctors’ idle-time (the
urn of tae i:l,mesduring the clinic sessionwhen
t ~~~~&~ingbecausethere are no
KSbe *en). The performance of the
ver.,&sbetter represented by subtracting
own ~arhne:rsfrom the patient’s mean
t&e. I%@rsystemis not responsibleif the
shows up before his appointment-time.

0%the number of variabIes
in a given clinic situation can make
ry to Imtrre the doctor against too much
For example, a surgeon’sclinic is more suband therefore !essorganizable than
dical consultant. In I real clinic this
the risk of running idle is reached
Qt morrzd the foiiowing ways:
fwirig a larger blocksize than
(3) ~~t~~block-booking (using a larger beginblock

jd k noted that the first vatiable is at the
5%~~~~r~ti*~,whereasthe other variables are at

~~~~~~g~~~~~ of diikznt
~~~~~~ I

methods

in obtaining

a system

earliness

outpatient

appointment

system

the doctor’s discretion. Ah these different methods
have the same purpose, that is, letting patients come
on averageearlier than the expected moment of treatment. This underlying variabie wii be referred to as
system earliness.AlI methods described can be translated into this one variable. For example, in a clinic
with a sizeof 35 patients and a mean consuhationtime of 5 minutes, the following appointment systems wilI create a system earlinessof 5 minutes:
(1) patients’ earlinessof 5 minutes (Poe= n = 1,
a=

Si

(aj’block-booking (no = n = 3, a = 15),
(3) initial block-booking (rzo- 2, n = 1, a = 5),
(4) doctor’s latenlessof 5 mini- :es (no = n = 1, a = 5),
(5) utilization factor >I (no = n = 1, a = 4.72).
In the last casethe eighteenth patient should arrive
5 minutes before his expected moment of treatment,
which creates a utilization factor of I .06. In Table I it
is shown that waiting and idle-time for ah these
appointment systemspre aboilt the same, only the
waiting-time for the last caseis somewhat higher. This
means that instead of these five variables one can use
one variable, namely system earliness.Partial results
of this type can also be found in [3].
In the same way it is possible to combine the variables standard deviation of consultation-time, fraction
of no-show and fraetion of walk-ins. When a patient
does not show up, this can be interpreted approximately as a patient with consultation-time 0; an extra
patient without appointment can be considered as an
appointment needing an extra consultation. We shah
demonstrate that this interpretation is adequate for
the caseof no-show, by calculating a revisedmean and
standard deviation for the consultation-time.
Let the mean consultation-time be m, minutes, the
standard deviation s, and the fraction of no-show p.
The revisedmean now becomes
m: = (1 - p)rnc + (p)O = (1 - p)mc

of 5 minutes

for the example

given (average

(1)

results

of 100 clinic
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and the revisedvariance
sL2= (1 - p) j(c

ml.=(l+p)m,,

- m:)2f(c) de + ~(0 - I&)’

X (c -- m,)f(c) dc + (1 - p)(m,. - m;)’
s
X f(c) dc + pm:2
s
= (1 -- &I)$ t 0 + (1 - P)$rn,Z f p( 1 - p)2m,2
= (1 - p)sZ + p( 1 - p)m,2

(2)
whereflc) stands for distribution of the consultationtime.
In Table 2 two clinics are compared. Clinic 1 is
characterized by a mean consultation-tire of 5 minutes, a coefficient of variation of the consultationtime (the standard deviation divided by the mean) of
0.50 and 20% no-show (which is compensated for by
making the appaintment-interval 20% jhorter i.e.
4 minutes). Clinic 2 is therefore characterized by a
mean consultation-time of 4 minutes (eq. (1)) and a
coefficient of variation of 0.75 (using eqs. (1) and
(2)). Comparison of the results shows that both clinics
give about the same waiting and idle-time.
The effect of walk-ins can be found in a similar way
by interpreting the fraction of walk-ins (p) as the
probability thai patients need a revisedconsultationtime equal to the sum of two consultaticn-times. In
this casethe following expressionscan be derived for
the revisedmean and variance of the consultarion-

of two clinics

(average

results

of 100 clinic
clinic
----

_--.--.--

This means that the effect of no-show ~:l w,*lk+115
can he found bj, means of their influence (:!I :IWFI
consulta.tion-time and coefficient r,f variatia &I:
Tl;rough t!Gsreduction of var .>blesthe 1tesig1~
61l
the simulation experiment coul.1 be restrirted to tile
followi*:g variables:
(1) the mean consultati9n&le,
(2) the coefficient of variation of the consuita:iontime.
(3) the mean system earliness,
(4) ihe standard deviation of patients’ punctu;Jity.
and
(5) the number of appoilstments.
4. Results
The relationship between the fiqe variable: i??cnlIoned in the foregoing section anJ the expected mean
tiaiting-time and idle-time was investigated by means
of a computer simula:lon model. In Table 3 and Fig. I
some results are shawn for a clin&.ize of 20 patients.
The meati consuMion-time is I&en as unit of time
which makes the results independent of the m?an
consultation-time. Since the effect of the standard
deviation of patients’ punctuality appeared to bc not
so strong, this variable was incorporated by menns LA
a correction-factor. The results in ‘Table3 and Fig. I
are given for a standard deviation of patients’ pUrii!IUJity of 3 times the mean consulta:ion-:imc.
Correction factors for the difference tlerweell I!lr

sessionsi
1
___

- _.._._

--

5 min.

meanconsultation-time
coefficient

systwz

time:
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Table 2
Comparison
-~-.__~-

appointment

of variatior

0.50

_. ._.~.~._ -CIlllIC 2
_ .-... -.
.---_4 ml”.
0.75
50
1

numberof appointments

50

be&block
= biocksize
fraction of no-show

1
0.20

appointment-interval

4 min.

4 min.

40
12.27 min. i 0.67
18.77 rtlin r 1.34
l_l_ll
-_-_........

so
12.01 min. ’ 0.69
18.76 min. f 1.23
_^____....
- . ..--..

numberof patientstreated
mean-waiting-time
and vandard
idie-time artd standard error

error
----
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f waiting nr:i idle-time results (in units of mean consultation-time)
for
[Cv), with a, clinic-size of 20 patients [average results of 25 sessions)
-yl
---__.
---.
-._1_-.
mean nraiting-time
(units)
idle-time
(“v
---’
r
tl@.
0.25
0.50
0.75
1 .oo
1.25
0.25
~-I -....c-. __.~ ----.
-1_1
0
1.6
I.7
2.0
2.1
2.3
2.2

different

system

earliness

(SE) and coefficient

(units)
0.50

0.15

1.00

1.25

25

2.9

3.3

3.7

i
a”
d

l.%
1.7
2. i
2.4

2.0
1.8
2.2
2.5

2.0
2.2
2.6
2.4

2.2
2.3
2.R
2.5

2.5
2.4
2.9
2.6

1.3
1.7
0.5
0.9

1.6
LO
0.8
1.2

2.5
2.0
1.2
1.6

2.9
2.4
2.0
1.6

3.3
2.9
2.5
2.1

3*
2’

3.1
2.7

3.2
2.8

3.3
2.9

3.1
3.4

3.1
3.3

0.4
0.2

OS
06

0.8
1.0

1.2
1.4

1.9
1.7

m----P

I_

--

--+B
Ilteen waiting-time
(units)
pa. i, ?‘f* tit@
a& idle-time results for a clinic of 20 patients and different
coefficients
of variation
(average results of
29 OAI~M’~~~. T&T figurer along the curve refer to the system earliness. Waiting-time,
idle-time and system earliness are expressed
if4 ani% the mean ~~~~~l~ti~~~-t~rn~
laken as one unit of time.
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Table 4
Correction
factors for the difference
between the simulated
standard deviation of patients’ punctuahty
of 3 units and the
true standard deviation (average results of 25 clinic sessions)
number

10

30
50

of appointments

correction-factor

(units)

waiting-time

idle-time

0.3 *
0.2
0.1

0.4
0.3
0.3

* A correction-factor
of 0.3 for the waiting-time
means that,
in case of a real standard deviation. of 3 + x, the waiting-time
should be increased by 0.3 x.

simulated standard deviation of patients’ punctuality
of 3 units and the red standard deviation are given in
Table 4.
These results can be used in the design of a suitable
appointment system. First the investigated clinic
should be defined by specifying the va-iablesmentioned in the first section, expressingthe scale-dependent variables in units of the mean consultation-time.
As far as necessary,variablesare combined in the way
describedin the foregoing section. Next, with use of
the simulated results, waiting and idle-time for the

outpatient

appointment

s: ::L’DI
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investigated clinic can be determined and a ~~litrtPle
appointment system can be found wikh meets given
standards on permissible waiting and idle-trme FYndfy,
a correction is possiblefor the difference betwtrn the
simulated standard deviation of p&Gents’ptrnctualt:~
and the true standard deviation. The use of the results
of this study in a r&life clinic is discussedin more
detail ii2 [S] .
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